王右丞集卷之三 古詩

3.1

胡居士臥病遺米因贈
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了觀四大因，
根性何所有。
妄計苟不生，
是身孰休咎。
色聲何謂客，
陰界復誰守。
徒言蓮花目，
豈惡楊枝肘。
既飽香積飯，
不醉聲聞酒。
有無斷常見，
生滅幻夢受。
即病即實相，
趨空定狂走。
無有一法真，
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Juan 3: Old-style poems

3.1
Sent to Layman Hu with some rice as he lay sick 1
If one observes completely the Four Great Elements,2
Then what does essential nature possess?
If reckless conceptions do not arise,
4 Then what will this Self have of good fortune or bad?
How then can you call phenomena the objects of perception?
Who then keeps the six skandha and eighteen dhātu?3
If you should only speak of the Buddha’s lotus-flower eyes,
8 Then why dislike the tumor growing from your elbow?4
Already full of fragrant rice,5
You do not get drunk on śrāvaka wine.6
Being and Non-Being are views tied to interruption and constancy,
12 “Arising” and “ending”: receiving an illusion or dream.
Now that you are sick, you are close to real appearance,
Directed toward Emptiness, you bring wild flight to an end.
Not a single dharma is real,

1 See note to 2.13.
2 The four elements that make up all matter (including one’s physical form): earth,
water, fire, and wind.
3 Skandha – the six psychological processes that result in the illusory conception of
a Self. Dhātu: the six senses, their objects of perception, and the six forms of
consciousness that arise when the first two categories are combined. If one can
realize the illusory nature of the Self, then both that Self and its objects of perception will disappear.
4 Zhuangzi, chapter 18: When a tumor sprung up from Huajie Shu’s 滑介叔 elbow,
he calmly explained to his friend Zhili Shu 支離叔 that it was just a natural part of
transformation, like life and death. Wang Wei is suggesting that excessive attention
to and veneration of the Buddha distracts from one’s own self-cultivation.
5 In chapter 10 of the Vimalakīrti Sutra, Vimalakīrti feeds the assembly at his house
by creating a bodhisattva who travels to another Buddha world and brings back
fragrant rice.
6 In Mahayana Buddhism, śrāvakas are the inferior “voice-hearers” who are content to
achieve enlightenment merely through listening to the preaching of the Buddha.
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無有一法垢。
居士素通達，
隨宜善抖擻。
牀上無氈臥，
鎘中有粥否。
齋時不乞食，
定應空漱口。
聊持數斗米，
且救浮生取。
3.2–3.3

與胡居士皆病寄此詩兼示學人二首
1.

4

8

一興微塵念，
橫有朝露身。
如是覩陰界，
何方置我人。
礙有固為主，
趣空寧捨賓。
洗心詎懸解，
悟道正迷津。
因愛果生病，
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16 Not a single dharma is impure.

You sir, have long been perceptive;
Following what is suitable, you are good at the dhūtas.1
You have no carpet on your couch for you to lie on;
20 Does your pot have any gruel at all?
At fasting time you do not beg for food;
It must be useless for you to rinse your mouth!
For the time being, take these several pecks of rice
24 That will allow you to preserve your floating life for a while.

3.2–3.3
Having fallen sick with Layman Hu, I sent these poems to him and
also showed them to some fellow students

1.
Once you give rise to thoughts of the trivial, dusty world,
You suddenly possess a body as fragile as the morning dew.
And if you look at the skandha and the dhatu that way,2
4 Nothing prevents you from creating Self and Other.
Obstructed by Being, you definitely create the Subjective;
Even if you incline towards Emptiness, how can you cast off
the Objective?
How can you untie your bonds, even if you cleanse the mind?
8 Though you awaken to the Way, you still are lost on the path.
Because of desire, in the end you become ill;

1 Forms of ascetic practice.
2 See note to 3.1.6.
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從貪始覺貧。
色聲非彼妄，
浮幻即吾真。
四達竟何遣，
萬殊安可塵。
胡生但高枕，
寂寞與誰鄰。
戰勝不謀食，
理齊甘負薪。
子若未始異，
詎論踈與親。
2.

4

8

浮空徒漫漫，
汎有定悠悠。
無乘及乘者，
所謂智人舟。
詎捨貧病域，
不疲生死流。
無煩君喻馬，
任以我為牛。

1 Boats are common metaphors for methods to achieve enlightenment.
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In the course of craving, you become aware that you’re poor.
Sensory perceptions are not false because of others;
12 Floating illusions are the reality of the Self.
What must be rejected on the comprehensive path?
How can myriad phenomena bring any pollution?
You, Master Hu, simply rest aloft,
16 In remote stillness – and who is your neighbor?
Conquering your own will, you make no plans for your meals;
Making all principles equal, you’re content to haul firewood.
You have kept yourself apart from the beginning,
20 Then why talk about whether people are close to you or remote?

2.
Ephemeral Emptiness is pointlessly boundless,
Drifting Being is decidedly remote.
The non-vehicle which is a vehicle –
4 That is what we call the boat of the Wise.1
If you cast aside the realms of poverty and illness,
If you do not grow fatigued in the current of life and death,
Then there will be no need for you to imagine yourself a horse;2
8 Feel free then to consider me an ox.3
2 The Nirvana Sutra, chapter 40: The Buddha compares the Three Vehicles (bodhisattvas, pratyekabuddhas, and śrāvakas) to three horses owned by the king: a
strong, well-trained horse, a weak, badly trained horse, and an aged horse. The
king will of course prefer to ride the first one.
3 Zhuangzi, chapter 13: Laozi tells Shicheng Qi 士成綺 that he has freed himself
from “clever wisdom,” so was utterly indifferent whether Shicheng were to call
him an ox or a horse. This couplet means that a person who has transcended
concerns about poverty, illness, or death will no longer be caught up in false
distinctions.
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植福祠迦葉，
求仁笑孔丘。
何津不鼓槕，
何路不摧輈。
念此聞思者，
胡為多阻修。
空虛花聚散，
煩惱樹稀稠。
滅想成無記，
生心坐有求。
降吳復歸蜀，
不到莫相尤。
3.4

藍田山石門精舍
落日山水好，
漾舟信歸風。
玩奇不覺遠，

1 Mahākāśyapa was a disciple of the Buddha’s famous for his ascetic practice and
his commitment to poverty. Embracing his way of life will enable one to transcend the comparatively petty concerns of Confucianism (Kong Qiu is the personal name of Confucius).
2 Serious practice is difficult and painful.
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Establishing roots of good fortune, pray to Mahākāśyapa,
And laugh at Kong Qiu when you seek benevolence.1
What ford does not require you to ply your oars?
12 What road does not break your cart shafts?2
Recall those who are wise through learning and thinking –
Why are they still obstructed when they practice?
Illusory specks gather and scatter;
16 The forest of kleśa grows sparse or thick.3
If you annihilate thought, then things remain too neutral;
But if the mind arises, then that leads to desire.
Surrender to Wu or return to Shu?4
20 If you don’t reach your goal, then don’t blame me.

3.4
Stone Gate Monastery at Lantian Mountain 5
Hills and waters are fine in the setting sun;
A bobbing boat is entrusted to the homebound breeze.
Enjoying the marvelous, not noticing how far it was,

3 Kleśa are the various delusions, afflictions, and passions that compel one to continue to generate karma and remain trapped in the world of samsara.
4 During the Three Kingdoms period, the Shu general Huang Quan 黃權 was cut
off from Shu after a military defeat inflicted by Wu. He felt he had no option
but to defect to Wei, stating that he could neither return to Shu in shame nor
surrender to Wu.
5 Wang Wei models this monastery visit on Tao Qian’s famous “Account of Peach
Blossom Stream.” See note to 2.22a.4.
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因以緣源窮。
遙愛雲木秀，
初疑路不同。
安知清流轉，
偶與前山通。
捨舟理輕策，
果然愜所適。
老僧四五人，
逍遙蔭松柏。
朝梵林未曙，
夜禪山更寂。
道心及牧童，
世事問樵客。
暝宿長林下，
焚香臥瑤席。
澗芳襲人衣，
山月映石壁。
再尋畏迷誤，
明發更登歷。
笑謝桃源人，
花紅復來覿。
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4 In this way I reached to the source of the creek.
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I loved from afar the splendor of these cloudlike trees,
But began to suspect that the road wouldn’t reach them.
How could I know that the clear current would turn,
And by chance would meet up with the hills in front?
I left boat behind, took light staff in hand;
As it turned out, I found pleasure in the place I reached.
Old monks, four or five of them,
Sauntered freely, taking shade under pines and cypress.
Morning sutra chanting, before the forest turns to dawn;
Evening meditation, when the hills are even more quiet.
Minds focused on the Way reach to the herd boys;
They ask woodcutters about worldly affairs.
At dusk I spend the night under tall trees,
Burn incense, lie down on precious mats.
The stream is fragrant – the scent invades our robes;
The mountain moon shines on the stone walls.
If I search for this again, I afraid I’ll go astray;
At dawn I set out and continue my climbing.
With a smile I bid farewell to the Peach Blossom folk:
When flowers bloom red I’ll come again to see them.
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3.5

青溪
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言入黃花川，
每逐青溪水。
隨山將萬轉，
趣途無百里。
聲喧亂石中，
色靜深松裏。
漾漾汎菱荇，
澄澄映葭葦。
我心素已閒，
清川澹如此。
請留盤石上，
垂釣將已矣。
3.6

崔濮陽兄季重前山興（山西去亦對維門）

4

秋色有佳興，
況君池上閒。
悠悠西林下，
自識門前山。
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3.5
Green Creek
Whenever you enter the stream of yellow flowers,
You must always go along the waters of Green Creek.
It follows the mountain, taking a myriad turns,
4 Though its rushing course is less than a hundred li.
It makes raucous noise through the jumbled rocks,
And its color is calm amid the deep pine trees.
Its rolling current floats caltrop and water-fringe;
8 Pellucid, it reflects the reeds.
My mind has long been at rest;
And this clear stream is tranquil in the same way.
Please let me remain on a flat rock,
12 And come to my end, just dangling a hook.

3.6
I am inspired by the mountains in front of the house of my cousin
Cui Jizhong of Puyang (having left Shanxi, he is living opposite me) 1
The autumn colors have a splendid appeal,
Even more so by the calm of your pool.
Remote and dim, below the western wood,
4 I can make out the hills before your gate.

1 Puyang: on the southern bank of the Yellow River in Shandong.
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千里橫黛色，
數峰出雲間。
嵯峨對秦國，
合沓藏荊關。
殘雨斜日照，
夕嵐飛鳥還。
故人今尚爾，
歎息此頹顏。
3.7

終南別業
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中歲頗好道，
晚家南山陲。
興來每獨往，
勝事空自知。
行到水窮處，
坐看雲起時。
偶然值林叟，
談笑無還期。
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For a thousand li they spread their blue-black color,
Several peaks rising from the midst of the clouds.
Jutting and looming, they face the land of Qin;
8 In rising layers they hide away the Jing pass.
The setting sun shines in the lingering rain;
Flying birds return through the evening mountain mist.
An old friend is now just the same as he was;
12 He sighs for my features grown haggard with age.

3.7
My villa at Mt. Zhongnan
In middle age I grow rather fond of the Way;
My late home is in a corner of Mt. Zhongnan.
When the mood comes, I always go out alone;
4 I myself know, emptily, of these splendid things.1
I walk to where the waters begin,
I sit and watch when the clouds arise.
By chance I meet an old man of the woods;
8 We chat and laugh, no time we have to go home.

1 The adverbial use of kong (“empty”) in this line evades reasonable translation. It
suggests that the poet is both conscious of the splendor of the scene but that it
is also part of śunyatā, the essentially “unreal” nature of our reality.
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3.8

李處士山居
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君子盈天階，
小人甘自免。
方隨鍊金客，
林上家絕巘。
背嶺花未開，
入雲樹深淺。
清晝猶自眠，
山鳥時一囀。
3.9

韋侍郎山居
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幸忝君子顧，
遂陪塵外蹤。
閑花滿巖谷，
瀑水映杉松。
啼鳥忽臨澗，
歸雲時抱峰。
良游盛簪紱，
繼跡多夔龍。
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3.8
Recluse Li’s mountain residence
Gentlemen fill the stairs of Heaven;
But this petty man is content to excuse himself.
Just now, I’m following a smelter of gold 1
4 To his house above the wood, on a steep precipice.
With their backs to the ridge, the flowers have yet to open;
As they enter the clouds, the trees are both dense and thin.
In clear daylight, you still slumber away,
8 While a mountain bird utters a single trill from time to time.

3.9
Vice Director Wei’s mountain residence 2
I, unworthy, have the good fortune to attract the attention of
gentlemen;
And so I have accompanied them on paths beyond the dust.
Wildflowers fill the cliff valleys;
4 Waterfalls shine among the cypress and pine.
Twittering birds suddenly appear at the edge of the creek;
Homing clouds from time to time embrace the peak.
This fine outing is replete with official hatpins and sashes;
8 Many Kuis and Longs among the succession of followers.3

1 I.e., a Daoist alchemist (describing Recluse Li).
2 See note to 2.11. The Vice Director is Wei Heng’s younger brother, Wei Ji.
3 See note to 2.11.11.
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詎枉青門道，
故聞長樂鐘。
清晨去朝謁，
車馬何從容。
3.10

丁寓田家有贈
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君心尚棲隱，
久欲傍歸路。
在朝每為言，
解印果成趣。
晨雞鳴鄰里，
羣動從所務。
農夫行餉田，
閨婦起縫素。
開軒御衣服，
散帙理章句。
時吟招隱詩，
或製閒居賦。
新晴望郊郭，
日映桑榆暮。
陰盡小苑城，
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How could the road from Blue Gate take us out of our way?
All along we can hear the bells of Changle Palace.1
In the clear dawn we go off to attend court;
12 How leisurely move our carriages and horses!

3.10
I have a poem to present for Ding Yu’s farm estate
Your mind is still set on living in reclusion;
For long you have wished to pursue a road back home.
Every time we spoke at court,
4 It turned out you were inclined to untie your seal of office.
Roosters at dawn crow in the neighboring village;
All living things take up their chosen tasks.
Farmers go by, bringing meals into the fields;
8 Wives in their chambers rise to sew their plain-silks.
You open a window, straighten your clothes,
Pull off your scroll wraps, put in order your commentaries.
Sometimes you’ll chant “Summoning the Recluse,”
12 Or you’ll compose a rhapsody on living at leisure.2
In the recent clear weather you gaze out over the outskirts,
The sun shines on mulberry and elm at dusk.
The shadows it casts end at the walls of the small garden,

1 The eminence of the officials going on the outing is like moving the court from
the palace to the country. Blue Gate (originally a Han name) indicates one of
Chang’an’s eastern gates, the gate that officials would have to pass through on
the way to Wei’s country estate at Mount Li. For Changle, see note to 2.3.6.
2 “Summoning the Recluse”: A subgenre of pre-Tang poems. The Wen xuan has
noted examples by Zuo Si 左思 and Lu Ji 陸機. Pan Yue 潘岳 composed a
“Rhapsody on Living at Leisure.”
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微明渭川樹。
揆予宅閭井，
幽賞何由屢。
道存終不忘，
迹異難相遇。
此時惜離別，
再來芳菲度。
3.11

渭川田家
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斜光照墟落，
窮巷牛羊歸。
野老念牧童，
倚杖候荊扉。
雉雊麥苗秀，
蠶眠桑葉稀。
田夫荷鋤至，
相見語依依。
即此羨閒逸，
悵然歌式微。
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16 And its faint glow lights the trees by the Wei River.1

When I appraise my own residence in the city ward,
How can I appreciate seclusion there very often?
The path of friendship, we’ll never forget it;
20 But on different tracks, it’s difficult to meet up.
This time I regret that we have to part;
When I come next time, I’ll pass the fragrant season with you.

3.11
A farmhouse on the Wei River
Slanting sunlight shines on the village;
Cows and sheep return to the lowly lanes.
An old rustic thinks of the cowherd lads,
4 And leaning on his staff he waits by his scrap-wood door.
Pheasants call; the wheat is in ear;
The silkworms sleep; the mulberry leaves are few.
Farmhands arrive, bearing hoes on shoulders;
8 When they meet, their speech is gentle and calm.
When I meet this, I envy this leisure and freedom,
And I sadly sing “Shi wei.”2

1 This indicates that Ding’s retreat is within sight of Chang’an. Small garden: a
palace garden; some commentators suggest that it is a garden in the Qujiang Park
to the southeast of the city.
2 Shijing 36: “How few we are! / Why don’t we return? / Were it not for the reason
of our lord, / Why would we be in the middle of the dew?” Here Wang Wei
merely wants to evoke the desire to abandon office and return to the country.
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3.12

春中田園作
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屋上春鳩鳴，
村邊杏花白。
持斧伐遠揚，
荷鋤覘泉脈。
歸燕識故巢，
舊人看新曆。
臨觴忽不御，
惆悵遠行客。
3.13

過李揖宅
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閒門秋草色，
終日無車馬。
客來深巷中，
犬吠寒林下。
散髮時未簪，
道書行尚把。
與我同心人，
樂道安貧者。
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3.12
Written in fields and gardens in mid-spring
From the rooftops the spring doves cry;
By the village the apricot flowers are white.
They take their axes, lop off high branches;1
4 With hoes on shoulders, they look for underground streams.
Returning swallows recognize their former nests,
While the same old people consult the new calendar.
Goblet before me, I suddenly put it away;
8 A disheartened traveler who has traveled far.

3.13
Visiting the homestead of Li Yi
By the idle gate, the color of autumn grass;
No carriages or horses the entire day.
A guest comes into the remote lanes;
4 A dog barks below the chilly woods.
He’s let his hair down – he’s not wearing official hatpins at present.
When he goes out he still has Daoist books in hand.
A man who shares the same mind with me,
8 Delights in the Way, is at peace with poverty.

1 There is an allusion to Shijing 154, which describes the harvest of mulberry leaves
for the silkworms and the pruning of the mulberry trees.
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一罷宜城酌，
還歸洛陽社。
3.14

飯覆釜山僧
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晚知清淨理，
日與人羣踈。
將候遠山僧，
先期掃敝廬。
果從雲峰裏，
顧我蓬蒿居。
藉草飯松屑，
焚香看道書。
燃燈晝欲盡，
鳴磬夜方初。
已悟寂為樂，
此生閒有餘。
思歸何必深，
身世猶空虛。
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Once I’m done imbibing his ale from Yicheng,1
I’ll go home again to my hamlet outside of Luoyang.

3.14
Feeding the monks of Fufu Mountain 2
In old age I understand principle of purity;
Daily I grow apart from the crowd.
I will wait for these monks from the distant hills,
4 Sweeping my shabby hut before their appointed coming.
As expected, they come from their cloudy peak
To visit me in my overgrown dwelling.
Sitting on the grass, they dine on pine nuts;
8 Burning incense, they look through books on the Way.
The lamps are lit as day draws to an end;
The temple chimes are struck at the beginning of the night.
Already awakened to the joy of Stillness,
12 I have more than enough leisure for this life.
A desire to retire – why must it be serious?
For both self and world are truly empty.

1 A district mentioned from early times as a producer of fine ale.
2 Possibly the Fufu Mountain located in the Tang district of Guozhou 虢州, near
where the modern provinces of Shanxi, Shaanxi, and Henan meet.
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3.15

謁璿上人（并序）
上人外人內天。不定不亂。捨法而淵泊。
無心而雲動。色空無得。不物物也。默語
無際。不言言也。故吾徒得神交焉。玄關
大啟。德海羣泳。時雨既降。春物具美。
序于詩者。人百其言。
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少年不足言，
識道年已長。
事往安可悔，
餘生幸能養。
誓從斷葷血，
不復嬰世網。
浮名寄纓珮，
空性無羈鞅。
夙從大導師，
焚香此瞻仰。
頹然居一室，
覆載紛萬象。
高柳早鶯啼，
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3.15
Visiting His Reverence Xuan (with preface) 1
His Reverence is a man in appearance, but harbors the celestial within.
He is neither settled nor undisciplined; he has cast aside all dharmas
and he is profound and serene. He moves as the clouds, without motive.
He has no obtaining of either the sensual or of Emptiness; this is because he does not regard things as things. He has no boundaries on his
silence or on his speech, because he does not treat words as words.
Consequently, we are able to obtain a spiritual communion with him.
The mysterious gate of his Dharma is open wide, and multitudes may
swim in his sea of merit. Since a timely rain has fallen, the spring
scenery is lovely. What I have written in this preface others could expand on a hundredfold.
My youth is not worth speaking of;
And I am old enough now to recognize the Way.
These things have passed – how can I regret them?
4 For with luck I can nourish my remaining years.
I swear I will accordingly abstain from garlic and meat,
And will no longer entangle myself in the world’s net.
Fleeting fame is lodged in the ribbons and pendants of office,
8 While a nature of Emptiness has no bridle or harness.
Long have I followed you as the Great Guide,
Burning incense and paying you due reverence.
You remain in one room,2
12 While all above and below teem with a myriad forms.
Early orioles twitter in the tall willow trees,

1 Composed ca. 741. Xuan was a monk associated with the contemporary Chan
movement, and a disciple of Puji 普寂.
2 Like Vimalakīrti, who preached from his sickroom to untold millions of followers.
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長廊春雨響。
牀下阮家屐，
牕前筇竹杖。
方將見身雲，
陋彼示天壤。
一心在法要，
願以無生獎。
3.16

送魏郡李太守赴任

4

8

與君伯氏別，
又欲與君離。
君行無幾日，
當復隔山陂。
蒼茫秦川盡，
日落桃林塞。
獨臥臨關門，
黃河向天外。
前經洛陽陌，
1 Shishuo xinyu 6.15 compares Ruan Fu’s 阮孚 fascination with clogs to Zu Yue’s
祖約 obsession with money. Ruan Fu’s hobby is seen as by far the better obsession.
2 A special form of bamboo used for staffs, found on Mount Qiong in Shu.
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Spring rain echoes in the long gallery.
At the foot of your couch a pair of Ruan family clogs;1
16 Before your window, a Mount Qiong bamboo cane.2
Just now I behold your cloud of incarnations,
Displaying to the humble the Heaven’s-Soil manifestation.3
Your entire mind lies with the Dharma’s essentials;
20 And you vow to reward me with non-birth.

3.16
Seeing off Governor Li of Wei Commandery on the way to his office 4
I’ve parted with your elder brother,
And now I’m about to separate from you.
In your travels, before many days,
4 You should be cut off from me by mountain slopes.
Boundless expanse to the end of the Qin plain;
The sun sets on the peach-wood borderland.5
Alone you lie at the gate to the pass;
8 The Yellow River flows beyond the sky.
Previously you frequented the streets of Luoyang,
3 Zhuangzi, chapter 7: Liezi astonishes the physiognomist Jixian 季咸 by deliberately displaying to him more and more powerful features. The second set of features
he shows is “Heaven’s Soil,” a manifestation beyond names and realities, fame
and profit. Here Wang Wei combines the Daoist text with a Buddhist interpretation of a bodhisattva’s different incarnations that serve as a skillful means.
4 Governor Li most likely here is Li Xian 峴, an imperial scion. He and his brother
Li Huan 峘 had been exiled to provincial posts with the rise of Yang Guozhong
楊國重. Li Huan is the elder brother mentioned in the first line. Wei Commandery was on the north bank of the He in Hebei, across the river from Shandong.
5 The Qin plain: a term for the capital area. Peach-wood borderland: a term for
the area east of Tong 潼 Pass (through which Li Xian must pass on the way to
his commandery). Wang Wei emphasizes their separation by contrasting where
he is and where Li will be.
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宛洛故人稀。
故人離別盡，
淇上轉驂騑。
企予悲送遠，
惆悵睢陽路。
古木官渡平，
秋城鄴宮故。
想君行縣日，
其出從如雲。
遙思魏公子，
復憶李將軍。
3.17

送康太守

4

城下滄江水，
江邊黃鶴樓。
朱欄將粉堞，
江水映悠悠。
1 Wan and Luo refer to Luoyang and the city of Nanyang in Wan County – both
substantial cities in the Eastern Han. In poetry, the two are often linked together
to indicate urban spaces.
2 A river that flows into the Yellow River slightly west of Wei Commandery.
3 Wang Wei here alludes to Li Xian’s brother, Li Huan, who was sent to govern
the district of Suiyang, located on the other side of the Yellow River and some
distance further south (in Shandong).
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At Wan and Luo, when friends were few.1
Friends – you’ve bid them all farewell;
12 You’ll turn the course of your team at the Qi River.2
Craning to gaze afar, you grieve for the one you’ve sent off,
Disconsolate on the Suiyang Road.3
Old trees – the Guandu Terrace is leveled;
16 Autumn town – the Ye Palace now a relic.4
I imagine days when you tour your districts,
Bringing an entourage with you like trailing clouds.
You’ll think of the Prince of Wei so long ago,
20 And you’ll remember General Li.5

3.17
Seeing off Prefect Kang 6
Below the city walls, the gray-blue river waters;
Beside the river, Yellow Crane Tower:
Its vermilion railings and white parapets,
4 And the glitter of the river that stretches far away.
4 These are both structures that date from the Wei dynasty, when the Cao family
ruled from the city of Ye (near Weizhou, which Li Xian has been sent to govern).
Guandu was also the site of a famous battle in which Cao Cao decisively defeated
his rival warlord Yuan Shao 袁紹.
5 If Wang Wei is continuing to allude to Wei history and the rise of Cao Cao,
then the Prince of Wei probably refers to Cao Pi 丕 (still an imperial prince
during Cao’s rise at Ye), and General Li refers to Li Dian 典, one of Cao Cao’s
most valiant and capable commanders.
6 Probably written ca. 740, during Wang Wei’s tour of the south. Xiakou was in
the central Jiang valley, where the modern city of Wuhan is located. Other sites
mentioned in this poem are in the same area.
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鐃吹發夏口，
使君居上頭。
郭門隱楓岸，
候吏趨蘆洲。
何異臨川郡，
還來康樂侯。
3.18

送陸員外

4

8

12

郎署有伊人，
居然古人風。
天子顧河北，
詔書隸征東。
拜手辭上官，
緩步出南宮。
九河平原外，
七國薊門中。
陰風悲枯桑，
古塞多飛蓬。
萬里不見虜，
蕭條胡地空。
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Bells and flutes emerge from Xiakou,
And the emissary is at the vanguard.
The outer gates are concealed by the maple-tree banks;
8 Welcoming messengers hurry to Reed Islet.
How is this different from when the Duke of Kangle
Came once again to Linchuan Commandery?1

3.18
Seeing off Vice Director Lu
This man is among the Court Gentlemen,
Yet he clearly possesses the manner of the men of old.
The Son of Heaven attends upon matters in Hebei,
4 And has issued an edict attaching you to the Military Commissioner.2
With prostrations you took leave of your high office;
With measured gait you departed the Department of State Affairs,
To go beyond the Nine Rivers and Pingyuan,3
8 Mid the seven lands at Jimen.4
A northern wind grieves in the withered mulberries;
Many drifting tumbleweeds at the ancient frontier.
For a myriad li no outlanders are seen;
12 In desolation the northern lands are empty.

1 Kang is being compared to the poet Xie Lingyun when he took up his post as
governor of Linchuan (near Fuzhou in modern Jiangxi).
2 Zhengdong (“expedition against the east”) here probably a version of Andong
安東 (“pacifier of the east”), likely a name for the Military Commissioner of
Hebei (the frontier region around modern Hebei and Liaoning).
3 Pingyuan – in Shandong. The Nine Rivers is unclear but seems to be referring
generally to the area of modern Hebei.
4 Archaic designations of the Youzhou 幽州 area (around modern Beijing).
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無為費中國，
更欲邀奇功。
遲遲前相送，
握手嗟異同。
行當封侯歸，
肯訪南山翁。
3.19

送宇文太守赴宣城

4

8

寥落雲外山，
迢遙舟中賞。
鐃吹發西江，
秋空多清響。
地迥古城蕪，
月明寒潮廣。
時賽敬亭神，
復解罟師網。
何處寄想思，
南風吹五兩。
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No use to waste the resources of the empire
In a further striving for extraordinary merit.
With hesitant steps I come forward to see you off;
16 We clasp hands, lament that we dissent from others.1
When you return to be enfeoffed,
Will you consent to visit this old man of Zhongnan Mountain?

3.19
Seeing off Prefect Yuwen on his way to Xuancheng 2
Fading away, the hills beyond the clouds;
When you’ve gone afar, you delight in them from your boat.
Bells and pipes come forth on the Jiang as it flows from the west;
4 Their clear echoes multiply in the autumn sky.
Land stretches far; the old city covered in weeds;
The moon is bright, the chill current is broad.
At times you’ll offer thanks to the gods of Jingting,3
8 And once more untie the fishermen’s nets.4
Where can I lodge my thoughts of you,
Now that the southern breeze blows the vane on the mast?

1 I.e., with our opinion that military action is ill-advised.
2 Likely composed during Wang Wei’s tour of the south (ca. 740). Xuancheng was
located west of Taihu, in modern Anhui. It was noted in literature from poems
composed by Xie Tiao 謝脁, who served there as a magistrate.
3 The god of Jingting Mountain north of Xuancheng. When Xie Tiao was prefect
there he also composed verses about sacrificing to the god.
4 Tang, the founder of the Shang dynasty, once instructed fishermen to open part
of their nets, so that those fish that were destined not to be caught would be able
to escape.
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送綦毋校書棄官還江東
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明時久不達，
棄置與君同。
天命無怨色，
人生有素風。
念君拂衣去，
四海將安窮。
秋天萬里淨，
日暮澄江空。
清夜何悠悠，
扣舷明月中。
和光魚鳥際，
澹爾蒹葭叢。
無庸客昭世，
衰鬢日如蓬。
頑疎暗人事，
僻陋遠天聰。
微物縱可採，
其誰為至公。
余亦從此去，
歸耕為老農。
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Seeing off Editor Qiwu after he resigned his post on his return to
Jiangdong 1
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Long unsuccessful in an enlightened era,
I have been cast aside, the same as you.
Yet you have no resentment toward Heaven’s decrees;
Your entire life you’ve had an air of purity.
I think of you as you brush off your robe and depart –
Throughout the wide world, contented with poverty.
The autumn sky is clean for a myriad li;
At dusk the pellucid river is empty.
How relaxed is this clear night;
You tap on the side of the boat in the bright moonlight.
You’ll blend in amid the fish and birds;
Be tranquil in a thicket of reeds.
Nothing to do, a sojourner in a brilliant age,
Your graying temples grow more tangled each day.
Stubborn and careless, ignorant of men’s affairs,
Remote and lowly, you’ll be far from the Divine Hearing.2
Even if insignificant men might be chosen,
Who is there who would come to you?
I too will depart from now,
Return to plow, become an old farmer.

1 Jiangdong: probably Qianzhou 虔州, in southeastern Jiangxi.
2 I.e., the emperor’s awareness.
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3.21

送六舅歸陸渾

4

8

伯舅吏淮泗，
卓魯方喟然。
悠哉自不競，
退耕東皋田。
條桑臘月下，
種杏春風前。
酌醴賦歸去，
共知陶令賢。
3.22

邱為： 留別王維

4

8

歸鞍白雲外，
繚繞出前山。
今日又明日，
自知心不閒。
親勞簪組送，
欲趁鶯花還。
一步一迴首，
遲遲向近關。
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3.21
Seeing off Sixth Uncle on his return to Luhun 1
When my esteemed uncle was sent to the Huai and Si,
Zhuo and Lu would have sighed in admiration.2
But your thoughts were remote, you did not vie with others;
4 You’re retiring to your plow in the fields on the east bank.
You’ll prune mulberry branches under the twelfth-month moon,
Plant apricot trees before the spring breeze.
Ladling ale, you’ll compose a rhapsody on “going home” –
8 Both of us know the wisdom of Magistrate Tao.3

3.22
Qiu Wei: Taking leave of Wang Wei 4
My returning saddle beyond the white clouds
Winds round and about, emerging from the hills in front.
Today it is clear once more:
4 I myself know that my mind is restless.
You’ve personally bothered to see off this official
Who wishes to return in the season of orioles and flowers.
Turning my head back with every step,
8 I reluctantly head toward the nearest pass.
1 Luhun: southeast of Luoyang, near the Shandong border. The Huai River flowed
nearby, as well as the Si, one of its tributaries.
2 Two magistrates from the Eastern Han, Zhuo Mao 卓茂 and Lu Gong 魯恭,
known for their benevolence and competence.
3 An allusion to Tao Qian, who composed a rhapsody on returning to his farm.
4 This is probably not a Wang Wei poem, but a poem by Qiu Wei (later editors
may have taken the identification of the author as part of the title). It is probably
a response to Wang Wei’s poem 8.9.
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3.23

送別

4

下馬飲君酒，
問君何所之。
君言不得意，
歸臥南山陲。
但去莫復問，
白雲無盡時。
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3.23
Farewell
I dismount, give you ale to drink,
Ask you where you are going.
You tell me that things have not gone as you had wished;
4 And you are returning to recline at the side of Zhongnan Mountain.
Just go then – I will ask nothing more –
In this time when the white clouds have no end.

